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OUTLINE OF AN APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF
AIR INFILTRATION IN HOUSES

SIJMMARY

Air infiltration, de!ìned as uncontrolled leakage of air through the building envelope, affects the heating
and cooling loads of houses, and the quality of air within them. Its magnitude is therefore of considerable

importance. Continuous monitoríng is an efftcient method for obtaining the large amount of air infiltration
rate datøneeded to characterize the infiltration behaviour ofahousg.

t 'u; , i..l
The princíple of a method for continuous monítoring of air infiltration røte is explained and an outline
given of an apparatus to implement it. The øpparatus,consists of an infra-red gas analyser with six air
sømpling tubes and ø rotating multi-port gas valve; a,gaadistribution system comprising a gøs cylinder, a
gasometer, a flowmeter with needle valve, and six solenoid-operøted gas yalves; electronic control circuítry;
ø døta logger ønd printer; meteorological instrumentation; and a multi-channel chart recorder.

The sequence of operations of the apparatus, the tracer gøs distribution system, and the calculation of
infiltration rates are discussed. An expression is given linking the maximum vølues of infiltratíon rate ønd

building volume that may be monitored by the apparatus as it is presently adjusted.

Keywords: Infìltration, Continuous measurement, Constant concentratioí, Apparatus.
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l. INTRODUCTION uncontrolled leakage of air through cracks and openings
in the building envelope).

Ventilation of buildings is essential in order to meet the
oxygen requirements of the occupants and to keep the From either point of view, i.e. the provision of an

concentration of carbon dioxide sufficiently low. It also adequate supply of air for health and comfort, or the
enables the control of factors such as tobacco smoke, restriction of air infÌltration in order to reduce enerry
odours, humidity, and indoor pollution arising from consumption, it is of basic importance to be able to
materials used in fumiture, fumishings, and house : :;i lnqasuretthe infìltration rate. Knownvaluesarenecessary,

too, for accurate calculations of heating loads.construction' 
ii jt-i. ,. i.¡,-t _,j'.i, ..::_;;: i ,,. :¡i , .

Energy required in buildings to provide thermal comfo¡t The infiltration rate for a given building is dependent on,

and hot water, and for cooking,lighting and the operation among other things, the speed and di¡ection of the wind
of appliances, accounts for more tll.an 2OVo of Australia's to which it is exposed, and on the temperature difference
primary eneryy consumption (National Energy Advisory between indoors and outdoors. Thus to characterize the
Committee, 1980). About two-thirds of this energy is infdtration behaviour of abuilding,values of infiltration
used in domestic buildings and in south-eastern Australia rate will be required for a range of wind speeds and

almost half the domestic energy usage is accounted for directions, and a range of indoor to outdoor temperature
by space heating. Energy must be consumed to heat the differences. The data can be obtained efficiently by
air entering a house maintained above ambient temper- continuous, automatic monitoring.
ature. Depending upon the extent to which the house is
thermally insulated, this energy consumption can The basic principles of measuring the rate of air infilt-
account for as much as 40 per cent of the total heating ration into buildings by means of a tracer gas have been

load. There is, therefore, a strongincentive to reduce air described by many authors including Kronvall (1980)

infiltration in houses. (Air infiltration may be defined as and Grot et al. (1982), and a number of measuring
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systems these principles have been developedusing
(Condon et al,, 1980; Kumar, Ireson and Orr, 1980;
Grot, Hunt and Harrje, I 980). The three basic,approaches
are (a) to observe the decrease in concentration oftracer
gas initially distributed uniformly throughout a buildi4g,
or (b) to determine the rate at which tracer gas must be
added to the air in a building to maintain a constant
concentration, or (c) to observe the gas concentration
obtained when tracer gas is added to the air in a building
at a constant rate (constant gas emission).

million, [ppm], vol./vol.) and volume of the building
V (.3) is given by

^t=Qx 106/CV. (l)

The present equipment provides for nronitoring and
releasing gas at six locations distributed throughout the
house bçing studied. The locations are normally within
the three bedrooms, the kitchen, the dining room and the
lounge. All intemal doors, except the toilet door, are left
gpen. The concent¡ation of tracer gas is measured,15 times
per,hour at each location and, after each measurement,
gas is released in that ger¡eral location at a constant flow-
rate, q (ml/s) for a timg, t (seconds) equal to the differ-
ence betwgen the referencg concentration (ppm) and the
gas concentration measuretl at tháÎ location. Thg selectçd
ialue of.the reference concentration, C* (ppm), is arbit-
rary and in our cæe is usually in the range eO-_29 ppm.

Under these conditions the gæ released per hour at each
location is -

Qr = 15 q t¡ x lo-ó m3/h

and the total gas released at the six locations is

.6i
15q Þ t¡x10-óm3/h.' i=l '

\Vhen the concentration of gas is essentially uniform
throughout the house, the total gas released per hour, Ö,
is given by -

Q=15x6qtxlO-l'm3Är : :

wheret=(Cn- C)seconds. , l

By substitution for Q in equation I an expression. is

Obtained in which C is the pnly variablq:

7=15x6q(Cn-:C)/CV. ., (2)

!j
By substituting for C = (Cn - t) in equation 2 an exples.
sion is obtained in which t is the only irariable:

. 'f = 15 x 6 qt/(C¡ t)V.

From these equations it is.evident that it is necessa.y gitly
to record either C or t in order to dete¡mine air change

ralg bqt, in fact, both qirantitiçs aré rgutinely recorded.
In practice Xt can be determined more simply than an

aúerage value ofgasconcentration, hence air change rates

are çalculated on the basis of number of seconds'of gas

released rather than from gas concentration values. 
,

The variation of air infìltration ratç, t @clh),may be

calculated as a functien of T, the total time (seconds) of
gas release per hour, by utilizing equation 3 and the

The apparatus outlined in this report was constructed at
the CSIRO Division of Building Research to enable
continuous monitoring of air infiltration, and simultan-
eous collection of climatic data. Ii is based on a combin-
ation of the constant gas concentration and constant gas

emission techniques discussed by, among others, Kronvall
(1930) and Grot et al. (1982). The apparatus is capable
of operating for long periods (weeks)without supervisidn.
Nitrous oxide was choæn for the tracer gas because its
concentratiQn is easily measured by an infra-red gas

analyser, it is relatively cheap, readily available, has a den-

sity faidy ôlose to that of air, and in the concentrations
used is not hazardous to health.

2. ínnvcp¡,r oF THE METHoD '

ii this mettrod t¡acergap is released in a quantity propor-
tional to the difference bet.ween the mgasured value of
gas concentration and some higher set reference value.
This results, for a particular yalue qf air infiltration rate,
in a constánt value ofgas concentration. Should the rate
of air infìltration change, the concentration,of gas is
affected, so the quantity of gas released automatically
changes too, and the interaction of the two influences
(infiliration and gas release) establishes a new value ôf
gas concentration. ,!,\. i .,,

tn its tant concentntion method
wor¡ld flowrate of'the tracer g4s

rt pþfy preselected, set gas concen-
tration. On the other hand, the constant gas emission
technique, ains a
from the tprese

hybüdl in äs con
set, and tracer gas is supplied in 'bur.qts' of constant

For steady conditions the relationstrip between the rate
of air infiltration 7 (air changes per hour, ac/h), rate of
gas release Q (m3/h), gas concentration C (parts per
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relation T = 90t. This has been done for reference con-
centrations of 70 and 99 ppm, six'gas sanlple and réleâse

locations, with fifteen gas releases'pet hour at each

location (q = 11.6 ml-/s), with a house..volume of
'250 m3, and the results are shown in Figure i:'

3. S9ME DETATLS OF THE,APPARATUS

The corióentration of tracer gas at a giùen locaiibn is
determined by drawing h stream of tËe tracer gas/air

mixture 'from tlìat location by means 61 an inbuilt
dlaphÏägml rpump, operating' at approximately llimin.,
aäd passing it''thiough a gas analysèT which utilizes a

double-beanr system employing a 
. 
gas-filled detector

operating in the infra-red region at ùravelengths between
2 and 15 pm. There it is com¡iared'with tracer-freb air
drawn from outside the buildinþ being tested. The par-
ticular location sampled is determined by the position of
ä multi-poit; step-rotating gas prirt selector (Scanivalve

Typb SI265'-lPll2T) which is under the direction'of
ttfe, 'Cycle"'ðonttol ùlit. A separatê' pump, operdting iat

âbbirt t 7 i,/min. ;' maintains a fl oriii of 'air throu gtt'all' ihe
sáirrþting' tubps nôt coúplerl to'the gaíiánalyser atìthat
time, time {o'reach equliibtiurn
when to sêIect ih. n.*ì lòbation
to.be niís' has been áilowed for
equilibration): The ftowrates ãre.!éw and

effect on the distribution of tracei'gas wit
under considération and on the air in
béing aleteÍninedl ' i ' '1, '' ì ;i '

At each of the six locations, tracer gas is released, via a

solenoid-operated valvp,.on thç lnle1 ¡de 9f a fan r.r¡punted
nea¡ the floor and'directing iìs àir strèam vertièally up-
wards, to ensure good mixing with the room air. (Smokg
pencil tests' have'shown that ali partd öî ¿i rôém are in-
volved in the rniläng ÞtoþçiJ. utes
elapses'betwe.{r tñe-i-èleas'e o and
the'next 'iam¡íiin! of ïhe ga For
each lcicàtion the'númber of as is
ïeleasedris atldéö to thê tôtal iumber' of 

'seconds óf gas

reiease for the' whòle hoúse being accümulate-d'în a

co'rjnter. i) ': i; "': r''r i't

;t, -'i;,.1 l:¡ , rl, ì:.'., , ,.., .t,;,

It is a requirement of this method foi:be'teíini¡ing air

limits of experimental error, no difference has been

detected between'infiltration ratUi obtained with the
gaiometer open to the room and those obtaineb with the
gasometer in a gai'tight ènclosure).

It may be' seen from FiguÍé I that thé calculated air
infiltration rate, y, increasês non-linearly with'î, the
total tirne of gas release per hour, and that fcii a'given
vâ{ue of ythemagnitudbof Ti'nbreases with'the ieference
concentration Cp. The latter has practical implicationsl
If the áiiinfiltration râte of thê house islow'the value óf
Trobtainëd by meazurèment will'be-low ând the v'alûe of
t; the number ofseconäs ofgãs released on each occaéiôn,
at riach location, will be'small,leading to possiblê inaccur-
a[ies.' lhus Cp should be Set'ai a relatively lÍigh väirie.
O'rirthe other hand,rif the air'infìltration rate is higÍi thð
válue of't' required to ¿itablistr a stable boiicentration
may exceed the time available for gas release on eaih
occaúon, so C¡ should be set at a relatively low hgure.

A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.
The sequence of operations, which is controlled by the
cycle control unit, is depicted in Figure 3. In outline, the
sequence of events is to sample gas at position 1, compare
the measuìed concentration C¡a with the refere¡ce cod-
centration Cp and use the difference in concentration

[Cn - Crrrl to control the time of release of gas by means

ofthe gas release unit acting on the gas distribution unit,
wliich in tùm releases the gas at location 1 in tlie general

vicinity of that sampling point. A domestic exhaûst fan
with a capacity of 580 m3/h, mounted near the floor (see

Fig. a) is used at each locatioq to ensure dispersal ofthe
gas and thorough mixing with the air; Before moving to
position 2 the printer records the sample location, the
time of day, gas concentration and the accumulated total
number of seconds released.(i

This ríêqirènce'bf op tiötr32'd¿,
6, followed by'the and wintl
data. The time taken to complete oqe cycle gf operations
ii set, Uy means of an adjustable delay at the údinning
of the cy 

I 
plaìqi l¡Ihere ãre gaò p'e q

In addition to the printout, a multichannel chart recorder
pTovides traces of the indbor and outdoor tdmperatures,

Ä sarhple of thè s shown in Figuie 5.
This chärt'is parti guide tb thä séTection

of times sùitable of täe air irifiltration
data; that is, when the weather conditions are stable and
iirfìltratlon ¡atei arerwithin thê range that'canbe measu¡ed
with the apparatus (this latter aspect is discussed at the
ènd'of the next section). ' ^i
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Charging ceases when a metal blade (Bl , Figure 7) moun-
ted on the top of the rising storage cylinder interrupts
the beain of alr''infra-red 'photo'-cell (PC, Figure 7).
There are two safety cut-offs; a inicroswitch mounted
above the storage cylinder which interrupts the current
to the charging valve solenoid should the storage tank
rise past the normal 'fully-charged' height, and a logic
gate in the gas release control circuit which cuts offthe
gas supply should the gas concentration exceed 100
ppm. For practical reasons the apparatus is used only in
unoccupied houses and normally attendance, in order to
replenish chart paper etc., lasts at most an hour or two a

few times per week. This should not pose ahealth problem
to the operators since the suggested time-weighted average

value of nitrous oxide gas concentration, for an eight
hour per day, five days a week expoiure is 25 ppm.
(National Institute for Occupational Safety ánd Health,
te77).

Release of gas occurs when one of the six release valves
(Rr . . . . .R5,, Figure 6) is open. (Gating circuits make the
operation of the charging and the gas release solenoids
mutually'exclusive). As the storage tank sinks into the
oil bath, gas under constant pressure flows from the
tank, via a needle valve and a flowmeter (Porter Rota-
meter Type F65A-Ð, to a sii-port manifold and oût
througþ the particular release valve selected by the cycle
control unit. The maximum time allowed for gas release

per location is 2l sebonds,

The flowrate corresponding to a particular setting of the
Porte¡ Rotâmeter flowmeter may bä determined from a

knowledge of the dimensions of the storage tank and the
measured rate of seitling of thé tank.

There are practical limitations on the maximum value of
air change rate that may be measured, or the maximuin
volume that may be studied, with a given rate of gas

release. Equation (1) states that 7 = Q x 106/CV. The
present apparatus has been adjusted to give agasflowrate
of 11.6 ml/s, and the maximum time for release of gas

at each location has been limited to 21 seconds (see

Figure 3), so the maximum value of Q, the amount of
gas released in one hour, is

l5 x 6 x ll.6 x2l x 10-6 =O.O22m3lh.

For accuracy, the value of the concentration being main-
tained should not fall below 20% of full scale of the
infra-red gas analyser, in our case 20 ppm. Substituting
for Q and C in equation (l) shows that the limiting values

of air change rate and volume, on the basis of the above

selected parameters, are governed by the expression

= 1000/V, e.g.3.3 aclh for a volume of 300 m3, and

20 acþ for a volume of 50 m3. However, the principle
could be applied to any flowrate and time of gas release.

4. CALCULATION OF AIR INFILTRATION RATE

To obtain reliable values'ofiirhltration rate, it is desirable

that the weather conditions remain stable for periods of
about one hour. Any short term instability in the weather
tends to reduce the nuùber of reliable values of infiltra-
tion rate, but on the other hand extended periods of
stability in the weather reduce the range of values that
may be deduced from the basic data. By reviewing the
traces produced by the chart recorder it is a simple
matter to select periods suitable for calculations of air
infiltration rate.

For each of the six data-logging channels concerned with
gas release, the printer records the channel number, time
of day, gas concentration and the current total number
of seconds of gas releæe.

Assuming steady conditiohi óver a given elapsed tíme,
H hours, and setting t = N/90H, equation 3 may be

expressed as

q N/H^'=¡' v lcn - (N/eo H)l

where q is the constant flowrate during gas release

(-rß),
N is the accumulated number of seconds of gas

release during the elapsed time,
H is thti elapsed time (hour)r
V is the volume of the buitding (m3), and
C¡ is the reference concentration (ppm).

For the chosen time interval the start and the fìnish
times and the total accumulated seconds of gas release

during that period are determined from the printout
data. This information, together with the values of q, V
and Cp, enables the average infìltration rate over the
given time intewal to be calculated from equation 4. A
rigorous error analysis has not been carried out, but a

consideration of the precision of measurement and
accuracy of calibration of the quantities involved suggests

an accuracy for determined values of 7 of about ! 10%.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The apparatus described in this report has been used
successfully in a number of investigations of the air
infiltration characteristics of houses in Melbou¡ne and
Sydney. In each ofthese cases the house was treated as a

single space, sampled at six locations within the house
volume. Howevel, it would be possible with this equip-

ment to determine separate air infiltration rates for
up to six spaces simultaneously, provided that there was

no transfer oftracer gas between the spaces.
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As a chêck on the performance of the automatic appar-

atus, the release of tracer gas was stopped on several

occasi,ons, in different houses, and tþg decay in concen-

tration.of tracer gas measurçd over time periods of up to
several , hours. Tþ9, air change rate was determined for
periods during itrè decay of approximately one hour,
f¡om the expression

t= [nCo.-lnCr]/H

where C, , is the initial gas concentration (nq.¡ 
'

C I is the lmal gas concentration,

and H is the iime for thç decay (hours).

The values tor ttre ¡, *rlg, iateS obtaüred by this
method were withín lWo of those using the automated
gas velocity
and red good

agie anged to
some extent over the comparison period and the air

change rate is dependent on thé precise wind.speed and

direction.

the equþment described here does not employ micro-
processqr.technolory, but the, princíple ol the method
could easily be adapted to s¡rc\ d system. The present

hard wired' system has proved to be reliabli:; in.one case

a building was monito¡ed for nine weeks and the apparatus
operated continqously, without.malfunctioning, througþ-
out that period.

'::'' ' ! 
.',.t 

i ll

' :l '' : :i

' :, - -¡ ' : j 
'
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Figure 1. Air infìltration rate calculated as a function of the total time of gas release per hour, for two values of the
reference concentration, Cn fupm).

No. of release and sampling points = 6.
No. of gas releases per hour = 15 per location.
Gas flowrate q = 11.6 mL/s.
House volume = 250 m3.
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Fþre 2. Block diagram of apparatug for continuous monitoring of air infiltration.
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Frgure 3. Sequence diagram of the operations of the apparatus.
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Figure 4. Typical arrangement of gas distribution fan and gas sampling tube in a room being monitored for air
infiltration rate.
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\¡Figure 6. Schematic diag¡aûr of the apparaûrs for delivering tracer gas at a constant flowrate when a gâs release valve is opened.
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Fþre 7. Ihe gasometer used to supply tracer gas at constant pressure.

PC = infra-red'photo-cell'.
Bl = blade to intermpt PC beam.
M = microswitch.
82 = blade to trip M.
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